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Abstract – High voltage devices such as dry-type air-core reactors are subjected to environmental noise standards. Their excitation is due to Lorentz forces originated from the magnetic ﬁeld, created by the coil itself,
combined with the feed current. The objective of this paper is to show how spectral components present in
the supply current of industrial dry-type air-core reactors is likely to produce a signiﬁcant acoustic radiation.
First, the multi-component distribution of the Lorentz forces is established. Then, the multi-physics computation process allowing to determine the acoustic pressure induced by each force component is presented. Finally,
two industrial reactors are studied: a single and a multi-layer coil. It is pointed out that signiﬁcant acoustic
emergence can be induced by the interaction between small current spectral components with the fundamental
or with each other.

1 Introduction
Dry-type air-core reactors used in electric grids can be
source of noise pollution for neighborhood. The noise originates from the interaction of the electric current and the
induced electromagnetic ﬁeld, that produces periodic
Lorentz forces exciting the structure [1]. These industrial
reactors serve at limiting the fault currents, compensating
the loads between two spectral components in parallel or
ﬁltering harmonics. Figure 1 shows an air-core reactor
composed of four concentric coils fed in parallel through
non-ferromagnetic spiders.
Electromagnetic generated noise has been the subject of
research for several decades [2, 3]. Most of the literature
focuses on electric machines, transformers or reactors with
an iron core [4]. These devices include ferromagnetic materials that induce Maxwell’s forces and magnetostriction
phenomena. The vibrations and noise radiated are oftenly
due to spectral components of electrical or magnetic origin.
In the ﬁeld of rotating machines, Le Besnerais et al. [5]
developed an analytical multi-physics model relating multi-harmonics Maxwell forces to a vibroacoustic model. From
experimental point of view, critical harmonics can be identiﬁed [6] to prevent mechanical damages. In the ﬁeld of
transformer, magnetostriction [7–9] and Maxwell forces
[10] can be accounted in multi-physic models to predict
the noise. A method to suppress some harmonics in windings of HVDC transformer is presented in [11].
*Corresponding author: nicolas.dauchez@utc.fr

Concerning air-core reactors, extensive work can be
found on analytical methods to determine their electrical
properties like the inductance [12, 13] or the AC resistance
[14]. Some studies focus on the magnetic interactions
between air-core coils [15–17]. However, to the knowledge
of the authors, the vibroacoustic behavior of the air-core
reactors is little studied. Lilien [18] proposed a simple electro-vibroacoustic analytic modeling to evaluate the generated noise of an air-core coil. The results were then
compared with a numerical model. This approach was also
used in a more recent study [19] with an improvement of
the mechanical model and a calculation of Lorentz forces
accounting for multi-components. The results obtained for
a single layer air-core reactor are successfully compared
with tests. However, these models are subject to hypotheses, like uniform magnetic ﬁeld distribution, that do not
allow accurate modeling of multi-layer reactors. Indeed,
analytical methods are not well suited for a complex geometry such as an open ﬁnite size cylindrical shell [20, 21].
Recently, Gning [1] proposes a multi-physic model, coupling
several numerical codes, to compute the sound radiation of
a single-layer air-core coil fed by a purely sinusoidal current.
Results agree well with measurements performed on a prototype coil intended for the manufacture of loudspeakers. It
is shown that the breathing mode is the one producing the
highest sound pressure level, and is dominating a large frequency range.
The objective of this paper is to show how the spectral
components of the electric feed can combine with each
other and interact with the structural modes to produce a
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an electrical network crossed by a current containing
harmonics coming from nonlinear electric loads, each
component being an integer multiple of the fundamental frequency f as seen on Figure 2a,
 in the presence of Pulse Width Modulation (PWM),
encountered when a reactor is connected to power
electronics, there are spectral components around
the switching frequency fc and its multiples as illustrated in Figure 2b.

Figure 1. Industrial dry-type air-core reactor with four concentric layers.

These harmonics or spectral components, coupled to
the fundamental or between them, generate Lorentz forces
at several frequencies which density at a given location
writes:
d~
FL ¼

signiﬁcant acoustical response. Both single and multi-layers
industrial dry-type air-core reactors are considered.
In the following, the effect of multi-components nature
of the feed current on the spectrum of the Lorentz forces
is illustrated through theoretical expressions and the computational method allowing to determine the acoustic
response originating from the combination current components is described. Then, the sound radiation of two industrial air-core reactors, a single and a multi-layer, fed with
such multi-components current is analyzed.

2 Computational method
2.1 Derivation of multi-components Lorentz forces
The supply of air-core reactors is an important factor in
the study of their vibroacoustic behavior because the generated Lorentz forces depend on it. In an industrial context,
the current is generally composed of a fundamental and
numerous spectral components. Figure 2 shows two types
of signals:
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where (x, y, z) is the cartesian coordinate system, hi (i = 1,
2, . . .) refers to the ith spectral component for either the
current or the ﬂux density and h0 refers to the fundamental component. By developing the previous formula, it
comes:
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where

Figure 2. Typical current spectrum of an electrical grid with harmonic components (a) and with pulse width modulation (b).
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dF zh0yh0 ¼ 

J zh0 Byh0
2

½cosðuyh0  uzh0 Þ

þ cosð2xh0 t þ uyh0 þ uzh0 Þ;
dF zh1yh0 ¼ 

J zh1 Byh0
2

½cosððxh0  xh1 Þt þ uyh0  uzh1 Þ

þ cosððxh0 þ xh1 Þt þ uyh0 þ uzh1 Þ;
dF zh0yh1 ¼ 

J zh0 Byh1
2

½cosððxh0  xh1 Þt þ uzh0  uyh1 Þ

þ cosððxh0 þ xh1 Þt þ uzh0 þ uyh1 Þ;
dF zh1yh1 ¼ 

J zh1 Byh1
2

½cosðuzh1  uyh1 Þ

þ cosð2xh1 t þ uzh1 þ uxh1 Þ:
The forces dF zh0xh0 , dF zh1xh0 , dF zh0xh1 and dF zh1xh1 can be
obtained the same way by substituting y by x. Multiple
spectral components of forces are created at different frequencies. For a signal composed of two components of pulsation xh0 and xh1, the spectrum of the Lorentz forces
contains components at the following frequencies: 2xh0 ,
2xh1 , xh0  xh1 and xh0 þ xh1 . Note that in addition to
the double frequencies components, two spectral components speciﬁcally arise from the interaction between the current and induction spectral components at different
frequencies.
2.2 Numerical computation process for multicomponents force spectrum
The multi-physic computational method presented in
our previous work [1] is based on a numerical process considering a single harmonic component. The process consists
in coupling electromagnetic, mechanical and vibroacoustic
numerical models within four steps as shown in Figure 3:


Step 1 is an electromagnetic calculation using Altair
Flux3D software, that solves the Maxwell equations.
The input is the electric current density J and the
output is Lorentz force density dFL in the volume of
the coil’s conductor. The results are computed in
harmonic regime which means at a single frequency
component.
 Step 2 is the calculation of the vibration modal basis
Hm ðx; y; zÞ with MSC Nastran software.
 Step 3 is the projection of the Lorentz forces on the
modal basis to get the modal forces:
Z
F Lm ¼
Hm ðx; y; zÞ  dFL ðx; y; zÞ dV
V



Step 4 performs a coupled structural and acoustic calculation by boundary element method in ESI VaOne
[10, 22] using of the modal basis and forces computed
in Steps 2 and 3.

To manage a multi-component electrical spectrum, two
options are available. First, the calculation of Lorentz forces
can be managed considering the multi-component electrical
current in Flux3D operating in transient mode. The output
is a multi-component force spectrum. Steps 3 and 4 are then
repeated for each force component. The second option is to

3

treat each component separately in Flux3D: a preliminary
step is necessary (see Step 0 in Fig. 3) for the components
created by the interaction between a current and an induction spectral components, at frequency xh0  xh1 and
xh0 þ xh1 for instance, to determine the equivalent input
current to get the same force density magnitude as the
one obtained with the real multi-harmonic current. According to equation (2), the interaction of the fundamental and
a given component leads to a force density which magnitude is given by the sum of two contributions:
dF ¼

J zh0 Bðx;yÞh1 J zh1 Bðx;yÞh0
þ
:
2
2

ð3Þ

This expression results from the interaction of fundamental
current h0 and harmonic h1 of the induction and conversely
that of current harmonic h1 and the fundamental induction
h0. Knowing that induction is proportional to current density, the previous expression can be written:
dF ¼ kJ zh0 J zh1 ;

ð4Þ

where k is the coefﬁcient between current density and
induction.
If a single frequency component is considered, the force
J B
density has a single term dF ¼ z 2ðx;yÞ . Using the same coefﬁcient k between the current density and the induction,
we have
dF ¼

kJ 2eq
;
2

ð5Þ

where Jeq stands for the equivalent current. To get the
equality between equations (4) and (5), we must have
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
J eq ¼ 2J zh0 J zh1 :
ð6Þ
Finally, since the current density J is proportional to the
current magnitude I, to predict the force generated by a
fundamental current supply combined with a component
of magnitudes I h0 and I h1 respectively, the equivalent current magnitude I eq is determined using the same equation
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
I eq ¼ 2I h0 I h1 :
ð7Þ
As an example, to predict the force generated by a fundamental current supply of 450 A RMS combined with a component of 2.25 A RMS (0.5% of fundamental), the
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
equivalent current I eq ¼ 2  450  0:5450
¼ 45 A is used
100
in the single frequency analysis tool at half the frequency
of the generated Lorentz force that is ðxh0  xh1 Þ=2 and
ðxh0 þ xh1 Þ/2.

3 Sound radiation of a single layer air-core
reactor
This section presents the computation process applied
to the single layer air-core coil named Coil55 and shown
in Figure 4. Its characteristics are given in Table 1. First,
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Figure 3. Computation process for a multi-components input current.

experiments. The coil is fed with a current of 6 A RMS.
The RMS values of the ﬂux density are shown in Figure 5a.
Figure 6 shows that the values taken at ﬁve points inside
the coil (see Fig. 5a) are in good agreement with measurements obtained with a teslameter. Figure 5b shows the
Lorentz forces induced by the interaction between the ﬂux
density and the current: since the ﬂux density is not homogeneous in the coil, Lorentz forces vary in magnitude and
direction within the coil section.
3.2 Mechanical properties

Figure 4. Experimental set-up for Coil55 modal analysis.
Table 1. Characteristics of Coil55 reactor.
Nominal current
Inductance
Inner diameter
Height
Radial thickness

450
0.17
553
360.5
24.2

A
mH
mm
mm
mm

electromagnetic and structural properties are investigated
and compared with experimental results. Then the acoustic
response of the coil powered with a current carrying a given
spectral component is computed. The objective is to show
how a small magnitude component can induce a signiﬁcant
acoustical response.
3.1 Electromagnetic properties
The ﬂux density given by the electromagnetic model of
Coil55 using Altair Flux3D software is compared with

The computation of the modal basis of the structure is
the step 2 of the simulation process (see Fig. 3). The
mechanical properties used for Coil55 are derived experimentally. First, an experimental modal analysis is
performed: the coil is excited with a shock hammer B&K
8206 over 12 circumferential positions set at the median
height of the coil, and the response is collected with an
accelerometer B&K 4507 at a single position (see Fig. 4).
The coil is placed on three soft pads that have been
designed so that the boundary conditions can be assumed
free. The measurement acquisition and the modal analysis
are performed within B&K Pulse Labshop environment.
The experimental modal shape and their frequencies are
given in Figure 7. Radial modes with 2, 3 or 4 lobes are
clearly observed at 126 Hz, 355 Hz and 667 Hz respectively.
The breathing mode is observed at 2455 Hz.
The numerical modal basis is computed by ﬁnite element using MSC Nastran software. The elastic properties
of the coil, given in Table 3, have been adjusted to better
ﬁt the experimental results. The isotropic properties, close
to standard aluminum, allow to get the frequency of mode
(0,0) in adequacy with measurement as shown in Table 2.
However for the radial bending modes the discrepancy is
around 24%. Anisotropic properties, adjusted to get better
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Figure 5. (a) Flux density and position of the 5 points where measurements are compared with the simulation and (b) Lorentz forces
dF L distribution within the section A-A of the Coil55 (see Fig. 4).

direction T , oriented along the strands, is assumed to be
an axis of symmetry.
3.3 Simulation of the acoustic response under multicomponent current supply

Figure 6. Comparison of the simulated and measured ﬂux
density inside the reactor Coil55.

In this section, we consider the acoustic response of the
Coil55 fed with its nominal current of RMS value I = 450 A
and a frequency of 50 Hz, carrying a spectral component of
0.5% of the fundamental magnitude at the frequency of
2385 Hz. This frequency is chosen to produce Lorentz force
components close to the frequency of the breathing mode
(0,0). According to equation (2), the Lorentz forces can
be written in the following form
F L ¼ F 0 þ F 1 cosð2p  100tÞ þ F 2 cosð2p  2335tÞ
þF 3 cosð2p  2435tÞ þ F 4 cosð2p  4770tÞ;

Figure 7. Experimental mode shapes of Coil55: (2,0) at 126 Hz
(a), (3,0) at 355 Hz (b), at 667 Hz (4,0) (c) and (0,0) at 2455 Hz
(d).

results, will then be used in the following. These properties
are those of a material equivalent to the multi-strand aluminium cable as shown in Figure 8, where the tangential

ð8Þ

where Fi are the magnitude of each force component given
in Table 4. They are obtained with Flux3D used in transient mode, allowing to account for multiple frequencies.
The maximum magnitude is for the DC component at
0 Hz coming from the frequency combination (50–50)
and (2385–2385). The other components derive from the
following combinations: 100 Hz (50 + 50), 2335 Hz
(2385  50), 2435 Hz (2385 + 50) and 4770 Hz
(2385 + 2385). As the force component F 3 at 2435 Hz
coincides with the frequency of the mode (0,0), a resonance is likely to occur. To quantify the effect of this component, the equivalent current is computed according to
equation (7), giving Ieq = 45 A RMS. The computed
Lorentz force is projected on the modal basis. Figure 9a
shows that a very good spatial mode matching with
breathing mode (0,0) is observed. Due to the match in
shape and frequency between F3 force component and
the breathing mode, a signiﬁcant noise level around
62 dB at 1 m from the reactor is produced. Corresponding
acoustic ﬁeld obtained is presented in Figure 10.
To get a more general idea on the acoustic effect of a
small current component, a sweep in frequency with F 3
force magnitude is carried out. Figure 9b shows the acoustic
response of the reactor at 1 m distance. Mode (0,0) is clearly
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Table 2. Frequencies in Hz of Coil55 modes obtained by test (Exp.) and simulations (Sim.) with isotropic and anisotropic properties,
and the relative difference (Diff.) with experiment in %.
Modes

Exp.

Sim. isotropic

Diff. isotropic

Sim. anisotropic

Diff. anisotropic

(0,0)
(2,0)
(3,0)
(4,0)
(5,0)

2455
126
355
667
1086

2435
166
467
888
1423

1%
24%
24%
25%
24%

2467
147
377
647
933

0.5%
14%
6%
3%
16%

Table 3. Material properties used for the computation of the
modal basis of Coil55: E is the Young modulus in GPa, G is the
shear modulus in GPa and m is the Poisson’s ratio. Orientations
are given by T (tangential = direction along the strands), L
(longitudinal = coil axis) and R (radial).

ET
EL
ER
GTL
GLR
GRT
mTL
mLR
mRT

Isotropic

Anisotropic

70
70
70
25
25
25
0.3
0.3
0.3

70
40
40
0.78
25
25
0.1
0.1
0.1

Figure 8. View of Coil55 cable section composed of 37
aluminum strands.
Table 4. Magnitude of the main Lorentz force components.

Frequency (Hz)
Magnitude (N m3)

preponderant in the acoustic response. Below its frequency,
the responses of radial bending modes are shown to be also
quite signiﬁcant. Indeed, a relevant projection of the force
shape on radial bending modes (2,0), (3,0), (4,0) and (7,0)
can also be observed in Figure 9a. Figure 9b also shows
that, as opposed as mode (0,0) which is axis-symmetrical,
radial bending modes induce an angle dependent acoustic
response. By the way, the acoustic response mode (0,0) only
depends on the distance from the reactor in the (X, Z) plane
as show in Figure 10.
To sum up, a current spectral component as little as
0.5% of the nominal current can create, by interaction with
the fundamental current, a force exciting structural modes,
producing a signiﬁcant sound radiation.

4 Sound radiation of a multi-layer industrial
reactor
In this section, a multi-layer industrial reactor used on a
power grid, of the type presented in Figure 1, is considered.
It is composed of eight concentric coils separated by an air
gap of about 45 mm. The height is 2989 mm, the inner
diameter 1318 mm and the outer diameter 1976 mm. This
reactor, being not available for testing in our laboratory,
only a numerical analysis is presented.
4.1 Mechanical properties and input current spectrum
The structural behavior of the multi-layer reactor is
characterized by its modal basis computed at step 2 with
MSC Nastran software. The isotropic properties of the

F0

F1

F2

F3

0
248

100
115

2335
3.3

2435
3.3

material given in Table 3 are considered. The spiders and
spacers as shown in Figure 1 are not accounted for in the
model since it has been shown that they have a little inﬂuence. Figure 11 shows four of the most radiating mode
shapes. The frequency of the ﬁrst radial mode (2,0) and
breathing mode (0,0) are respectively 10 Hz and 737 Hz.
In service, this reactor is submitted to a 1000 A RMS
quasi-sinusoidal current composed of a fundamental at
50 Hz and several harmonics. Since the load of the reactor
is permanently varying with service conditions, the current
harmonics magnitudes are time dependent. An onsite measurement for a given load gives the relative magnitudes of
the ﬁrst 13 harmonics summarized in Table 5: most of the
magnitudes are between 1% and 2% of the fundamental.
The combination of these harmonics with the fundamental
frequency and between them is likely to create a wide range
of frequency components, up to 2  132 Lorentz force components in the frequency range from 0 Hz to 1300 Hz.
4.2 Sound radiation as a function of frequency
The sound radiation of the industrial reactor is ﬁrst
studied as a function of the frequency. The acoustic
response is computed considering a single force magnitude
on the whole frequency range. An equivalent current of
100 A RMS magnitude is considered. This corresponds to
an interaction between fundamental current at 1000 A
RMS and a spectral component of 0.5% relative magnitude
according to equation (7). It should be noted that a constant structural damping of 2% is considered. The acoustic
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Figure 9. Modal forces in N (a) and simulated acoustic response of Coil55 at 1 m for a 45 A RMS single component (b).

Figure 10. Acoustic response map in dB at the frequency of mode (0,0) of Coil55.

response is given in Figure 12. The overall noise level is 60
dB at 10 m from the coil with a maximum level of 57 dB at
the frequency of mode (0,0). The contribution of the other
modes such as radial bending modes are noticeable and
tends to be generally more signiﬁcant when they get closer
to the frequency of mode (0,0).
4.3 Sound radiation for multi-components current
supply
In this section, we focus on the spectral components that
are close to structural modes, so that they can induce a
structural resonance producing a signiﬁcant acoustic level.

Figure 11. Mode shapes of the multi-layer reactor. (a) mode
(2,0) at 10 Hz; (b) mode (3,0) at 29 Hz; (c) mode (6,0) at 134 Hz;
(d) mode (0,0) at 737 Hz.

The onsite measured current harmonics presented at
Table 5 are considered to derive the Lorentz force
components.
The radial bending mode (6,0) at 134 Hz could be efﬁciently excited by the ﬁrst Lorentz force component occurring at 100 Hz. This force component is generated by the
combination of fundamental current and ﬂux density which
is the maximum magnitude component. The acoustic level
Table 5. Current harmonics as a percentage of the fundamental
(measured on site).
Rank
1 (50 Hz)
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Current magnitude (%)
100
1.5
2
0.8
3.5
0.2
1.8
0
0.3
0
1.2
1.4
1

8
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Figure 12. Acoustic response of the multi-layer reactor at a
distance of 10 m.

at 10 m is 35 dB at 100 Hz. Note that this is the maximum
level as a function of the angle.
The mode (7,0), which natural frequency is around
185 Hz, could be excited by the interaction between the fundamental and harmonic 2 at a frequency of 150 Hz. Its magnitude is 1.5% of the fundamental. In this case, the noise
level at 10 m and 150 Hz is 40 dB.
Finally, the breathing mode (0,0) at 737 Hz could be
excited by the spectral component resulting from the combination between the fundamental at 50 Hz and the harmonic 13 at 650 Hz for a response at 700 Hz. The
magnitude of harmonic 13 is 1% of the fundamental. The
level obtained at 10 m is 54 dB. If both frequencies coincide,
the level would rise up to 69 dB due to resonance effect. The
damping of this mode is, by experience, lower than those of
the radial bending modes. So assuming that the damping is
1% instead of 2%, predicted noise level may increase up to
75 dB at 10 m. The breathing mode (0,0) is deﬁnitely the
most contributing to the sound level radiated by the coil,
originated by the interaction between the fundamental
and a high order harmonic component.

5 Conclusion
In this paper, the multi-components electric feed of
industrial dry-type air-core reactors has been considered
on their acoustical radiation. The interaction between the
current components and the induced magnetic ﬁeld components lead to a higher number of Lorentz force component:
a current spectrum having the fundamental and one harmonic will generate a force spectrum having four
components.
To derive the acoustical radiation ﬁeld, a multi-physic
computation considering each component apart is necessary. For each components, an equivalent input current is
ﬁrst calculated.
Two industrial reactors has been studied: a single and a
multi-layer having eight concentric layers. Their mechanical properties have been ajusted to ﬁt their modal behavior.
For both conﬁguration, it is shown that the combination of
the fundamental with one harmonic components having a

relative level less than 1% can induce a signiﬁcant acoustical response of the breathing mode. Moreover for both reactors, the frequency of the breathing mode is close to the
maximum sensitivity of the human ear that is around
1 kHz. Radial bending modes at lower frequencies can also
induce a signiﬁcant acoustical response but in a lesser
extend, since the Lorentz force spatial distribution is less
effective to excite non axisymmetrical modes.
In conclusion, the high number of harmonics present in
the electrical feed is willing to produce a signiﬁcant sound
level by exciting numerous structural modes, the breathing
mode being the more effective. Moreover, considering harmonics magnitude variability in function of time, it is possible that the noise radiated by the reactor becomes
intermittently very high.
Future work deals with the optimization of industrial
reactors design and their implementation to meet environmental standards.
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